BELGRADE ROOFTOPS
A full day tour with the most beautiful viewpoints of Serbia’s capital
with authentic stories, relaxing and getting away from the every-day life.

Avala Mountain and Tower - Kosutnjak Park - St. Sava Church Gardos Tower - Usce - Kalemegdan Fortress

A monument to the Unknown Hero and Avala Tower
···
Morning coffee in a bar at the 130m of the tower
···
Drive through Kosutnjak Park and a break in Aleksandar restaurant viewpoint
···
St. Sava Church and an option climb to the church’s main cupola
···
New Belgrade, Zemun district and Gardos Tower
···
Lunch break on the Danube promenade in Zemun
···
Usce Business Center 25th floor
···
Kalemegdan Fortress and tour end at the Victor monument

Type: Bus & walking tour
Duration: 4 to 5 hours
Theme: History, architecture
Languages: Serbian, English,
French (other languages
available at request)
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The tour starts with a drive outside of town to Avala mountain, where we will
see the Monument to an unknown hero, built in 1930s in honor of World War I
fighters. After the monument, we will visit the Avala Tower (204m high), which
was hit by 1999 NATO bombing and reconstructed in the period of 2006 –
2010. Coffee and photo break at the tower café with beautiful views of
Belgrade on one side and Central Serbia and Sumadija hills on the other.
After a drive through the slopes of Avala, we reach the Kosutnjak Park and the
restaurant Aleksandar – one of the most beautiful viewpoints in Belgrade and
a place with the only ski-slope in Belgrade.
The tour continues and we reach one of the most important Belgrade
landmarks – St. Sava Chruch. Possibility of climbing the highest terrace on the
main cupola and seeing the Belgrade old city center from a different
perspective.
In the following part of the tour we will cross the river, continue through New
Belgrade and reach Zemun district and the Gardos Tower. Once a separate
town altogether, Zemun has through its history belonged to Austro-Hungarian
Empire and thus the Gardos Tower (also referred to as the Millennium Tower)
was built in 1896. to mark a thousand years of Hungarian settlement in these
areas. From the plateau in front of the tower we can enjoy the views of Zemun
old town, cobble paved streets, Danube river and the Great War Island. Lunch
break in Zemun promenade in one of the fish restaurants.
After lunch we will visit the Business Center Usce and a café at the 25th floor –
a great view of the Kalemegdan Fortress and old city center across the river.
In the final part of the tour we reach the Belgrade Fortress. With over 2000
years of history, Kalemegdan Fortress is the most important Belgrade
landmark, but at the same time a modern park and a true green oasis in the
heart of town. During the fortress tour we will make a photo break at the
Monument to French and Serbian friendship, built as a sign of Serbia’s
gratitude to France for their help during World War I.
The tour ends at the Victor monument, a wide plateau with stunning views of
Sava and Danube rivers, the Great War Island and New Belgrade.
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When you change
the way you look at
things, the things you
look at change.
Therefore,
experience different
Belgrade observing it
from its rooftops.

